
This ear's ice conditions and Maumee's difficulties
tend to obscure the relative ease of 1973-1974 ship
cargo operations at McMurdo. This ease is attribut-
able to a floating, 9 meters thick ice wharf that was
constru ted by Navy personnel during the 1973 winter.
The w arf offers not only a deepwater ship berth
but als a deepwater approach to it. These features
abolish the difficulties encountered during earlier
berthin s in the shallow water adjacent to Elliott
Quay. he ice wharf also facilitates cargo operations
by offering a large, clear area in which to handle
cargo. The new wharf's greatest drawback is that
its 140- eter face is not straight, smooth, and vertical;
it tend to shelve out at the bottom. Some juggling was
neede this year to match Towle up to the wharf's
face, a d only four of the ship's five hatches could
be wor ed simultaneously.

The e irregularities were formed when Staten Island
broke ut Winter Quarters Bay. This probably was
the fir t time that an icebreaker was called upon to
break meters thick ice in a straight line. Despite
precis shiphandling, this task proved almost impossi-
ble. T e wharf's original design called for a boundary
made up of a vertical series of polyethylene tubes,
thereb providing a plastic parting line from which
the ic could break cleanly. In order to attain the
requir d wharf thickness in one winter's work, this
plan as abandoned in favor of a retaining wall
built f a snow and water mixture. This wall proved
to be homogeneous with the ice on both sides
Although a line of holes was drilled through the ice
along a desired parting line, its effectiveness was
minimal and blasting was necessary to remove the
largest protrusions.

The ice wharf was built on natural ice in Winter
Quarters Bay. As the wharf grew in thickness during
construction, the surrounding sea ice was depressed
and seawater flooded over it, freezing and building
up the thickness of the natural ice in the bay far
beyond the 2 meters normally formed. Staten Island
was equired to use full power in order to make
progrss; as a consequence two intersecting cracks
form d across the full width of the ice wharf. The
resul ing pieces of the wharf were bound together
with wire cables passed around steel bollards set in
hasti y drilled holes. While it was a little alarming
to see the wharf move when pieces of heavy cargo
went over a crack or when a distant storm created a
surge in Winter Quarters Bay, operations were not
serioi isly affected.

The entire wharf is moored with heavy wires to
the Rlliott Quay area. The thinner, 4 to 5 meters thick
ice that covers the 18-meter span between the ice
wha f and the permanent ice shoreline was bridged by
one of the pontoons used in previous years to hold
off Maumee. This winter the ice wharf is protected
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by new ice and it is expected to be available for use in
the 1974-1975 austral summer.

A layer of volcanic soil, 25 to 35 centimeters thick,
was placed over the ice wharf prior to the arrival of
Towle and Maumee. It was sufficient to prevent sur-
face melting even at a record-breaking 8°C. and it
also provided a good work surface. Partly because of
the labor required and because of the additional
weight that would be added to the wharf by a new
soil layer, there are no plans to increase the wharf's
thickness this winter.

The wharf showed no signs of stress during the
1973-1974 summer, even under a single load of 44
metric tons, and experience does not indicate that
the wharf will decrease in thickness as time passes.
The natural ice in Winter Quarters Bay probably will
not grow beyond past thickness and the difficulties
of this year's breakout are not expected to reoccur.
Studies are underway on ways of mechanically creat-
ing a straight, vertical face on the ice wharf.

U.S. Coast Guard helicopter hours flown during 1973-1974
antarctic deployment.

	Purpose	 Glacier	Staten Island

En route to and from Antarctica:
Test	 4.5	3.5
Training	 24.8	4.13
Search and rescue	 8.8	8.1

In Antarctica:
Survey of damaged uN-1N

	

at Cape Crozier	 19.0	0
Maumee support	 0	8.6
Ship support	 25.3	54.3
Science support	 49.7	21.9

Construction report, Deep Freeze '74

KENNETH Ko1u3
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica

Deep Freeze 74 was the final season of U.S. Naval
Mobile Construction Battalion 71 (NMCB 71) partici-
pation in the U.S. antarctic program. NMCB 71 con-
struction programs during the 1973-1974 austral
summer, including completion of major projects at
the new South Pole Station and installation of two
500-kilowatt diesel-electric generators at McMurdo
Station, were augmented by a small force of civilian

Captain Korb, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, during
1973-1974 was Support Force construction officer.
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engineers. Future construction projects, including
application of finishing touches on the new South
Pole Station, will be performed by civilian contract
employees.

The new South Pole Station will house 18 scientists
and support personnel during the winter, and about
twice that many persons during the summer. Planning
for the new facility began in the mid-1960s when
the Navy and the National Science Foundation real-
ized that the old station, built in 1956-1957 for the
International Geophysical Year (1957-1958), slowly
was being crushed by drifting snow. The Naval
Facilities Engineering Command and the Naval Civil
Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) in 1967 started work
on a conceptual design study. NCEL conducted wind
tunnel tests on various station layouts that were pro-
posed by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command.
These tests showed that the best station configuration
to minimize snow drift would be a geodesic dome with
an interconnected series of steel arches. The dome
and the arches would protect interior station buildings
from the pressure of drifting snow. This design is
aimed at extending the new station's life. All of the
new station's buildings were constructed under the
dome and the arches.

The most impressive structure at the new South
Pole Station complex is the aluminum geodesic dome.
The dome, 50 meters in diameter, at its highest
point rises to 16 meters from the snow surface. Erected
during Deep Freeze '72 and Deep Freeze '73, the dome
covers three two-story buildings. These three build -
ings will be the center of activity at the new station.
The largest of the three is the scientists' work space.
It also houses a small computer for the compilation
of data. This building will be living quarters for most
of the station's crew. A second building houses com-
munications equipment. A library and a small store
are located in this building. A third building is a
combination dining hall and club facility, on the first
floor, and a meeting hall, post office, and photo
laboratory on the second floor. The dining area's
motif is a modern interpretation of the traditional
English pub; it is the most luxuriously appointed area
in the new station, and perhaps in all of Antarctica.

About 180 Navy men worked on the new South
Pole Station construction project during 1973-1974,
including those at the construction site and those at
McMurdo who prepared modular construction com-
ponents for air shipment to the South Pole. Three
sizes of arch components were used in the station's
construction. Some 300 linear meters of arch, 13
meters in diameter, was used to cover three areas:
a fuel storage facility, a hydrogen generating facility,
and a general storage facility. Over 30 linear meters
of flat-sided arch, 7 meters in diameter, was used to
construct passageways between the three areas. The
passageways, also serving as air intake sources for the

station's ventilation system, are large enough to
accommodate vehicles. Another 37 linear m ters of
flat-sided arch, 3 meters in diameter, was used to
construct personnel passageways throughout the new
station.

The station's power plant is one of three buildings
under the arches. Electric power is generated t y three
250-kilowatt diesel generators. The stationN, water
supply also is produced and stored in the power
plant area. Water is produced by a mechanically fed
snow melter that utilizes waste heat from the enera-
tor cooling jacket. Heat is transferred to th snow
melter by circulating generator coolant thr ugh a
liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger, thereby heati g pure
water that in turn circulates through coils in the
snow melter. Generator heat also is utilized o heat
living and working spaces; a liquid-to-liqui heat
exchanger heats a glycol solution. The heated glycol
solution is pumped through liquid-to-air h at ex-
changers in each building. Old air is forced o er the
exchangers by fans; once heated, the air is di persed
through ducts. Diesel engine exhaust is run t rough
catalytic scrubbers that eject unburned hydrocarbons
into the atmosphere. The station's wiring andplumb-
ing extends from the power plant through a ystem
of submerged, steel-walled tunnels.

The other two buildings under the arches h use a
vehicle maintenance shop and a biomedical f cility.
The vehicle maintenance shop building mci des a
small carpentry and plumbing shop, as well as a
small gymnasium. The biomedical facility will serve
both as a dispensary and as a research laboratory.
The station's fuel supply, in nine 94,265-liter bladders
of diesel fuel, is stored under a 100 meters long,
13 meters wide arch.

A tower, for inflation and release of meteorological
balloons, was built at the downwind end of the station.
The balloon inflation tower is connected to the rest of
the station by a covered passageway that permits year-
round access. Another tower, 16 meters high, was
built close to the geodesic dome and will be used for
auroral studies; the so-called "skylab" tower's Ieight
affords an unobscured view of the polar plteau
surrounding the new station.

Construction of the new station began in Deep
Freeze '71 with the laying out and the processiig of
the foundation. The foundation was made by p iver-
izing snow to produce a dense base upon whi h to
construct the station. This dense foundation may
decrease the rate of differential settlement that i radi-
tionally plagues stations built on deep snow fields.
During Deep Freeze '72, work on the foundation con-
tinued and construction of the utility tunnels b gan.
Construction of the geodesic dome commenced with
the installation of its foundation and base ring. The
Deep Freeze '73 season saw the completion o the
foundation, the geodesic dome, and the utility tun-
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nels. W)rk on several of the building foundations
commerced; about 55 linear meters of steel arch was
erected. Deep Freeze '74 work on the new station
started fl early November 1973. It soon became ap-
parent that extensive planning and coordination
would pay off and that enough of the construction
would be finished by season's end to ensure the sta-
tion's readiness for occupation during the 1975 winter.

One area of critical importance to the South Pole
construction program was efficient air cargo opera-
tions. Large quantities of building materials had to
be flow from New Zealand to McMurdo Station and
then on to the South Pole. This process depended
upon the readiness of McMurdo Sound's annual ice
runway and, later in the season, of Williams Field.
Great credit for the successful construction season goes
to support personnel who worked round the clock to
maintain runways during repeated and unusually
heavy storms.

The Navy officially completed its duties at the new
Amundsen-Scott Pole Station on February 7, 1974,
and a brief ceremony was held to mark the occasion.
Captain Alfred N. Fowler, U.S. Navy, commander,
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and Lieutenant
Commander William H. Kay Jr., commanding officer,
NMCB-71, gave symbolic keys to the station to
Mr. Jerry W. Huffman, Office of Polar Programs,
National Science Foundation. The new South Pole
Station is the National Science Foundation's third
antarctic scientific research station to be maintained
and operated by an all-civilian crew.

ontractor support operations

ROBERT J . BUETTNER
Holmes and Narver, Inc.
Anaheim, California 92801

Du ing the 1973-1974 austral summer, Holmes and
Nary r, Inc., continued to provide support and con-
struc on services at U.S. antarctic stations. Ancillary
mana xement and logistics support services also were
provi ed at Anaheim, California, Davisville, Rhode
Islan , and Christchurch, New Zealand.

At McMurdo, Holmes and Narver employees man-
aged and operated facilities that included a garage,
the erg Field Center, the Eklund Biological Center,
and the Thiel Earth Sciences Laboratory. General
scientific support coordination and administration was
provikied to all field programs. Holmes and Narver
also furnished field camp support personnel for the
Ross Ice Shelf Project, and food service attendants for
the central dining facility at McMurdo.

McMurdo-based personnel and craftsmen from

Holmes and Narver's South Pole Station construction
crew completed several maintenance, repair, and small
construction projects at station and remote field loca-
tions. At the beginning of the season, a badly damaged
end wall of the Lake Bonney hut was replaced. The
hut was painted and life support systems were pre-
pared for the season. McMurdo's building 125 was
equipped for occupancy by both women and men. A
new field hut was designed, constructed, and dis-
assembled at McMurdo for later reassembling at Cape
Crozier. Movement of the structure and life support
supplies to Cape Crozier was done by surface traverse.
Carpeting and floor tiling were installed and painting
was done at the Thiel Earth Sciences Laboratory. A
raft from which to collect marine biological samples
was designed, constructed, and outfitted.

Three specialists studied ways of reducing cost and
support personnel levels at McMurdo for the 1975
winter. The study team recommended changes that
are based on the minimum level of personnel required
to operate and maintain station life support systems
and scientific activities.

Minor construction projects were performed at
Siple. These included elevating entrances to the sta-
tion arch, building an auroral tower, and making
miscellaneous repairs. The station manager-physician
and the station engineer, both Holmes and Narver
employees, continued to maintain life support func-
tions.

South Pole Station 1973-1974 construction projects
initially assigned to Holmes and Narver were com-
pleted ahead of schedule. A maximum of 30 persons
was used to install life support systems in tunnels
beneath the new station. After completing this initial
project in mid-December, additional assignments, in-
cluding installation of utilities in communications and
biomedical facilities and installation of the station fuel
system, were performed during the remainder of the
season.

In early February, Holmes and Narver and U.S.
Navy Construction Battalion 71 personnel closed the
South Pole Station construction camp until the 1974-
1975 austral summer. Holmes and Narver construction
workers will return to the South Pole next summer to
put the finishing touches on the new station. Initial
plans have been developed for Holmes and Narver's
eventual operation and maintenance of the new sta-
tion.

A total of 618 persons were processed through
Christchurch, New Zealand, forward staging area for
the U.S. Antarctic Research Program.' An office
maintained for the National Science Foundation was

'This figure does not include U.S. Navy personnel. Dur-
ing 1973-1974 the Navy maintained separate facilities for
housing and processing its personnel at Christchurch.
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